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Prepare for medical-surgical nursing practice and success on the NCLEX with Brunner & Suddarth's

Textbook of Medical-Surgical Nursing, 13th Edition. A favorite resource for students and practicing

nurses for almost a half-century, this book provides comprehensive yet accessible coverage of a

broad range of medical conditions while focusing on the nursing process and the nurseâ€™s role in

caring for and educating patients and families within todayâ€™s complex health care delivery

system.Â  Â Up-to-date coverage of the health care needs of people with disabilities, nursing

research findings, ethical considerations, and evidence-based practice gives you opportunities to

refine your clinical decision-making skills.Â  Fully updated and enhanced, this new edition provides

a fully integrated solution that promotes clinical judgment, performance, and success on the NCLEX

examination and in nursing practice.Key Features in the 13th Edition:  NEW! Concept Mastery

Alerts clarify difficult concepts, informed by data from Misconception Alert questions in PrepU

forÂ Brunner & Suddarth's Textbook of Medical-Surgical Nursing,Â 12e. NEW! Quality and Safety

Nursing Alerts build upon previous editionâ€™s Nursing Alerts to highlight issues related to quality

and safety nursing care. NEW! The updated unit openers include newÂ Case Studies with QSEN

Competency Focus to highlight a competency and related knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Â Additional information for these case studies related to NANDA-I, NIC, NOC and the nursing

process is available online. NEW! Prioritization Questions have been added to the Critical Thinking

Exercises. UPDATED! Genetics Charts and Ethical Dilemma Charts have been revised to reflect the

latest advances in the field. UPDATED! Critical care information has been updated to further the

authors' goal to have the most up-to-date and clinically relevant content on critical care throughout

the book. EXPANDED! Expanded coverage of obesity, highlighted with a new icon, focuses on this

epidemic health problem in our society. STEAMLINED! The Table of Contents has been

reorganized for a more logical sequence and flow. REVISED! The accompanying Study Guide now

features reorganized content and revised questions. Nursing Process sections, Plans of Nursing

Care, and Critical Care sections More than 2,900 NCLEX-style review questions Assessment

Charts, Risk Factor Charts, Guidelines Charts, Genetics in Nursing Practice Charts, Patient

Education Charts, Health Promotion Charts,Â  Ethics and Related Issues Charts, and

Pharmacology Charts and tables. Gerontologic Considerations sections,

Physiology/Pathophysiology figures, and Home Care Checklists  Nursing Research Profiles and

EBP questions help students learn the importance of evidence-based practice. Concepts in Action

Animations bring anatomy, physiology and pathophysiology concepts to life.
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I found out slightly too late that the kindle edition does not have the access code for the online

resources for practice questions. Also I agree completely with the previous review that the lack of

page numbers makes it impossible to follow assigned reading and references. Please be aware the

kindle edition will not work well for most nursing students, if not all.  was gangster about the problem

though - they refunded me and sent out the hard copy with free next day shipping. As long as it gets

here tomorrow I will have time to study for my exam.

WHERE IS MY VOLUME 2?!?! I recently opened up the package now that I'm in med-surg.. And

realized I only have 1 of 2 volume! This is ludacris! Misleading product description! I need the

second volume (which is continuous of volume 1) and don't have it! Very, very upset. It would be

helpful to let customers know that they WILL HAVE TO BUY EACH VOLUME SEPARATELY

INSTEAD OF SAYING IT'S A 2 VOLUME SET IF THAT'S THE CASE!

This book description states that it includes PrepU, but it DOES NOT!! It is only the textbook, and

you must purchase the online resources separately. It is definitely not cost effective and is basically

useless (at least for my course) without the online resources. Will be returning today.

Does not come with PrepU ! For this price I believe it should have one, and it needs to be

underlined.



I'd get the two volume set. This book is too large and the binding started breaking apart the first

week I had it.

HORRIBLE! Has no page numbers!! This book is a huge disappointment compared with the rest of 

kindle products. For 124 dollars... We should be able to access/view the entire page

I have really enjoyed this textbook, which is not something I say often. It explains things so well and

I have read just about every word for every chapter. It helps me to understand the material so well. I

will definitely be keeping this textbook to use as a reference throughout my career.

that was NOT the cover that came on book. Mine was a dark gold/brown cover (2 volume book).

However, the ISBN #, title, authors, etc. mentioned were the same, so I HOPE it's the right one.

Other than that, I'm assuming (never assume, right?!!) it's the right one. My professor's book looks

like the one on the review (green/white), so I'm a bit concerned. :(
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